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ABSTRACT: A library of dendronized cyclotriveratrylene
(CTV) crowns substituted with chiral, racemic, or achiral
peripheral alkyl chains, including enantiopure R and S
branched alkyls, “racemic by mixture”, “racemic by synthesis”,
n-octyl, and n-dodecyl groups was synthesized. In solvophobic
solvents and in bulk they self-assemble in helical columns.
Their solution and bulk shape-persistent supramolecular
structures were determined by a complementary combination
of circular dichroism (CD) and UV in solution and thin ﬁlm,
microspot CD in thin ﬁlm, diﬀerential scanning calorimetry
combined with ﬁber X-ray diﬀraction, computer simulation, and molecular models. In solution, self-assembly via a cooperative
mechanism generates single-handed columns from enantiopure CTVs and mixtures of right- and left-handed columns from
racemic by mixture, racemic by synthesis, other combinations of R and S, and even from achiral compounds. In bulk state all
supramolecular columns form a 3D hexagonal crystalline phase, Φhk (P63 symmetry), that can be obtained only from single-
handed columns and a columnar hexagonal 2D liquid crystal, Φh. The highest order Φhk consists of enantiopure single-handed
columns that are slightly distorted 12-fold triple helices. The “hat-shaped” dendronized CTV assembles in bent-branch pine-tree
columns that allow interdigitation of alkyl groups in adjacent columns regardless of their direction. Enantiomerically rich,
racemic, and achiral compositions undergo deracemization in the crystal state by transfer of the transient disc-like conformer of
dendronized CTV from column to column during crown inversion. Solid state NMR experiments identiﬁed motional processes
that allow such transfer. This unprecedented supramolecular chiral self-sorting will impact the creation of functions in complex
systems.
■ INTRODUCTION
Most natural compounds and biomacromolecules are homo-
chiral. The origin of biological homochirality has fascinated the
scientiﬁc community for centuries,1 and the signiﬁcance of
homochirality is accepted in biology,1 complex natural
products,2a−c and pharmaceuticals.2d Since the pioneering
experiment of Pasteur,3a the mechanisms of crystallization of
low molar mass racemic organic compounds,3b their deracem-
ization,3,4 how to accomplish it,5 and more recently the
enantioselective synthesis6 have become established ﬁelds.
However, the generation and mechanisms of action of
molecular and supramolecular chirality in the creation of
supramolecular chiral assemblies are more recent and complex
topics of research.7−9 Creation of supramolecular chirality
involves mechanisms of transfer and ampliﬁcation of structural
information mediated by a helical arrangement of building
blocks. The complexity of these mechanisms has only begun to
be elucidated.8 Crystallization of supramolecular homochiral
and racemic systems as well as their deracemization entails the
development of methodologies that are available for molecular
but not supramolecular systems.6 Knowledge from these
developments will impact many areas of supramolecular
chemistry and materials including organic electronics,10 bio-
logical mimics, and many others. Therefore, the models
required to study various classes of self-assembling building
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blocks, their supramolecular structures, and their role in the
understanding of fundamental concepts that mediate functions
in complex systems are in demand.10
Our laboratory developed a class of dendritic dipeptides that
self-assemble into porous helical transmembrane protein
mimics that are persistent both in solution and in the solid
state.11 Therefore, their self-assembly could be investigated by a
combination of complementary solution and solid state
techniques.1c,12 The role of all stereochemical permutations
of a dendritic dipeptide, including homochiral, heterochiral, and
diﬀerentially racemized variants, on the mechanism and
thermodynamics of self-assembly was reported.1c,12 This
study demonstrated that the highest degree of stereochemical
purity, enantiopure homochiral dendritic dipeptides, provides
the most thermodynamically favorable self-assembly process in
solution, corresponding to the greatest degree of order and
crystallization in the solid state.12a Due to the high enthalpy of
supramolecular helical polymerization mediated by a network
of H-bonding and other interactions, these structures, including
those generated with the lowest stereochemical purity, are more
closely related to covalent rather than supramolecular polymers
and subsequently do not undergo deracemization in the solid
state. Therefore, while these experiments demonstrated the
need of biological homochirality1c,12 by showing that
heterochiral and racemic systems provide less perfect
assemblies that would not resemble the homochiral world in
which we inhabit, they did not generate models to investigate
the mechanism of racemization and deracemization. Deracem-
ization experiments, also known as spontaneous optical
resolution or chiral self-sorting, would require a more dynamic
and weakly interacting model that also creates supramolecular
assemblies persistent in solution and in the solid state.
Dendronized cyclotriveratrylenes (CTV) provide weakly
interacting and dynamic dendritic crowns that self-assemble
into helical columns and spheres13 resembling the structure of
the cross-section of the helical columns assembled from
dendritic dipeptides.11,12 The ﬂexible dendronized CTV
undergoes crown inversion both in solution and in the bulk
state.13b Therefore, the pine-tree helical columns assembled
from CTV derivatives are expected to provide access to the
mechanisms of formation of chiral supramolecular columns and
their racemization and deracemization. This publication reports
the ﬁrst study of the mechanism and thermodynamics of self-
assembly in solution and self-organization in the solid state of
enantiomerically pure homochiral, several diﬀerent mixtures of
homochiral, two diﬀerent chiral racemic, and achiral CTV
derivatives dendronized with the smallest possible amphiphilic
“minidendron”7m,9b to accomplish fast dynamics. Together with
the ﬁrst demonstration of deracemization or spontaneous
optical resolution of supramolecular assemblies in the crystal
state this study will demonstrate that dendronized CTV
provides an excellent model for investigation of racemization
and deracemization during supramolecular helical polymer-
ization into complex columnar systems.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Synthesis of Chiral and Achiral Dendronized Cyclo-
triveratrylenes. The structures of the dendronized CTV
derivatives used are shown in Figure 1. All compounds have the
same CTV crown-like core and diﬀer only in their peripheral
alkyl chains.
The CTV core is hexasubstituted with ﬁrst-generation self-
assembling (3,4)G1-CH2 benzyl ether minidendrons. Each
dendron bears two peripheral alkyl chains, which can be either
chiral branched chains ((S)- or (R)-3,7-dimethyloctyl (denoted
dm8*)) or achiral linear chains (denoted 8 for −C8H17 and 12
for −C12H25). The synthesis and characterization of the
compounds from Figure 1 are reported in the Supporting
Information (Schemes SS1 and SS2). Their synthesis is based
on reported procedures.13a,14 Preparation of the (3,4)G1-
CO2CH3 dendron consisted of the alkylation of methyl 3,4-
dihydroxybenzoate using the appropriate bromoalkanes (3,7-
dimethyloctyl bromide, 1-bromooctane, or 1-bromododecane).
Reduction of the ester to give the benzyl alcohol and
subsequent reaction with thionyl chloride yielded the benzyl
chloride (Scheme SS1, Supporting Information). In the ﬁnal
step of the synthesis six dendrons were attached to the
demethylated CTV derivative CTV(OH)6 to form the target
dendronized CTV (Scheme SS2, Supporting Information). The
pure enantiomers, (S)-(3,4)dm8*G1-CTV and (R)-(3,4)-
dm8*G1-CTV, were obtained following this synthetic method,
starting from the enantiopure branched bromoalkanes (S)-3,7-
dimethyloctyl bromide and (R)-3,7-dimethyloctyl bromide,
respectively. The compound, named “fully racemized-(3,4)-
dm8*G1-CTV”, “an irreversible racemized CTV”, also referred
in the rest of this report as “racemic by synthesis”, was obtained
by synthesis with the racemic 3,7-dimethyloctyl bromide. This
compound is not a single chemical species but rather a mixture
of stereoisomers. In the ﬁrst alkylation step of this synthesis
four distinct stereoisomers ((3S,4S), (3S,4R), (3R,4S), and
(3R,4R), respectively) are formed by statistical addition of S or
R alkyl chains at the 3 and 4 positions of the benzyl ring. These
stereoisomers were not separated, and therefore, the benzyl
chloride derivative obtained is still a mixture of four
stereoisomers. Statistical addition of these stereoisomers to
each of the six positions of the CTV core in the ﬁnal synthetic
step gives rise to an increased number of stereoisomers in the
ﬁnal product. Thus, the racemic by synthesis-(3,4)dm8*G1-
CTV is a mixture of stereoisomers where molecules have S and
R stereogenic centers in random proportions and positions at
their 12 peripheral alkyl chains. Besides compounds (S)-
(3,4)dm8*G1-CTV, (R)-(3,4)dm8*G1-CTV, and racemic by
synthesis-(3,4)dm8*G1-CTV depicted in Figure 1, additional
samples were prepared by mixing the pure enantiomers (S)-
(3,4)dm8*G1-CTV and (R)-(3,4)dm8*G1-CTV in various
Figure 1. Structures of chiral and achiral dendronized cyclo-
triveratrylene (CTV) derivatives.
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ratios: 1:3, 3:1, and 1:1. The 1:1 mixture, also referred to as
racemic by mixing, diﬀers from the racemic by synthesis or fully
racemized-(3,4)dm8*G1-CTV described above. The racemic
by mixing is a mixture of only two distinct chemical species that
are enantiomers: (S)-(3,4)dm8*G1-CTV (which contains only
S chains) and (R)-(3,4)dm8*G1-CTV (which contains only R
chains). Since racemic by mixing and racemic by synthesis have
very distinct compositions, they are expected to have diﬀerent
self-assembly behaviors. These diﬀerences will help us under-
stand the role of chirality in the helical supramolecular
polymerization of dendronized CTV derivatives. Finally, the
achiral derivatives (3,4)8G1-CTV and (3,4)12G1-CTV were
also synthesized following identical procedures to compare
their self-assembly behavior with that of chiral dendronized
CTV.
Thermal Analysis of Chiral, Racemic, and Achiral
Dendronized CTVs by Diﬀerential Scanning Calorim-
etry. Figure 2 shows the diﬀerential scanning calorimetry
(DSC) traces of the chiral enantiopure (S)- and (R)-
(3,4)dm8*G1-CTV, of their 75% (S)/25% (R), 25% (S)/
75% (R), and 50% (S)/50% (R) mixtures, and of the fully
racemized or racemic by synthesis CTV samples at heating and
cooling rates of 10 °C/min. The sample with 50% (S)/50% (R)
composition is the racemic by mixing.
The ﬁrst three columns from the left part of Figure 2 show
DSC traces collected during ﬁrst heating, ﬁrst cooling, and
second heating scans, respectively. The right column provides
heating data recorded after annealing at 60 °C for 2 h and at 40
°C for 24 h followed by cooling to −40 °C.
The pure R or S enantiomers showed identical traces during
ﬁrst and second heating scans and during ﬁrst cooling scan with
two phase transitions at 74 or 73 °C and 79 or 78 °C,
respectively. This diﬀerence is most probably due to the slightly
lower enantiomeric purity of S. Analysis by X-ray diﬀraction
(XRD to be discussed later) demonstrated a hexagonal
crystalline phase (Φhk) at temperatures below 73 °C and a
2D hexagonal liquid crystalline (Φh) phase in the small
temperature region between the crystalline phase and the
isotropic liquid (74 or 73 to 79 or 78 °C). After annealing at 60
°C in the crystal state (selection of this temperature will be
discussed in the NMR section) for 2 h and cooling to −40 °C,
subsequent heating scans of enantiomerically pure S and R
showed the same traces as that obtained during second heating,
except that melting occurred at 74 °C and isotropization at 79
°C for both R and S, indicating that the annealing process did
not further improve the order of the crystalline phase (right
side column in Figure 2). By mixing the two enantiomers in a
ratio of 75% (S)/25% (R) or 75% (R)/25% (S), the melting
temperature of the crystalline phase decreased and a small new
Figure 2. DSC traces of (R)- and (S)-(3,4)dm8*G1-CTVs, of their mixtures with diﬀerent compositions, and of the racemic by synthesis
dendronized CTV recorded with heating and cooling rates of 10 °C/min. The right column shows the heating traces after annealing at the indicated
temperature and time, cooling to −40 °C, and reheating. Phases determined by XRD, transition temperatures, and associated enthalpy changes (in
brackets in kcal/mol) are indicated (Φhk = columnar hexagonal crystal; Φh = 2D columnar hexagonal liquid crystal; i = isotropic liquid).
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broad peak centered at about 52 °C appeared on the ﬁrst
heating scan. Nevertheless, the isotropization temperature
remained the same, suggesting that the stability of the 2D Φh
periodic array is not aﬀected by the enantiomeric composition
of the mixture. A “majority-rules” experiment that will be
discussed later demonstrated that in mixtures of 75% (S)/25%
(R) and 75% (R)/25% (S) almost all supramolecular columns
possess the same handedness as the enantiomerically pure
columns. Therefore, the decrease in crystal melting temperature
of the R/S mixtures is attributed to crystals generated from
nonperfect columns with compositions ranging from enantio-
merically pure to enantiomerically rich. Columns with identical
handedness containing both enantiomers cannot establish a
perfectly ordered intercolumnar correlation in Φhk and,
therefore, form less ordered lower melting crystals dependent
on the defect density in the columns. The stability of the 2D Φh
structure is not aﬀected since it does not depend on the 3D
correlation between columns. The same eﬀect is even more
clear with 50% (S)/50% (R). The melting peak of this
crystalline phase splits into three broader peaks, which implies
formation of crystal domains with diﬀerent stabilities due to the
inhomogeneous mixing of enantiomers. Interestingly, upon
annealing at 60 °C for 2 h, cooling to −40 °C, and reheating, all
mixtures (75% (S)/25% (R), 25% (S)/75% (R), and 50% (S)/
50% (R)) showed again a single melting temperature that is
identical to that of the pure enantiomers (compare the fourth
and third columns in Figure 2). These results indicate a
deracemization or spontaneous resolution of the columns
containing diﬀerent enantiomeric excesses that occurred during
annealing at 60 °C in the Φhk phase for 2 h. This
deracemization makes the columns become enantiomerically
pure in order to enhance their crystal order. The deracemiza-
tion process implies diﬀusion of molecules between columns at
the annealing temperature. At 60 °C the crown conformation of
CTV undergoes an umbrella-like inversion (to be discussed in
the NMR section); during its transient disc-like conformation,
the dendronized CTV moves from column to column (Figure
3). A movie that includes the snapshots in Figure 3 is available
in the Supporting Information.
This process was studied by solid state NMR and will be
discussed in a diﬀerent subsection. Annealing in the 2D Φh
phase does not induce deracemization since this spontaneous
optical resolution or chiral self-sorting is driven by establish-
ment of higher 3D intercolumnar order in the Φhk structure,
which demands all columns to have the same handedness in a
crystalline domain (Figure 4 and to be detailed in a later
subsection). In the racemic by synthesis dendronized CTV R
and S conﬁgurations are distributed randomly among the 12
side chains. The DSC curve of this sample shows only one
Figure 3. Sequence of events taking place during the deracemization process between enantiomerically rich columns assembled from the hat-shaped
dendronized CTV (a) via a temporary disc-like conformation moving from column to column during the CTV crown inversion (b, c, d). A movie ﬁle
is available in the Supporting Information.
Figure 4. Schematic representation of columnar crystalline hexagonal
lattice (Φhk) with the unit cell (red box) indicated in (a) top view and
(b) tilt view. Each unit cell contains one single column which implies
single-helical handedness for all columns in the crystal.
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broad crystal melting peak at lower temperature (37 °C) upon
second heating. This transition corresponds to the melting of
low-ordered crystals created by the poor packing of columns
generated from the two enantiomers. After annealing at 40 °C
for 24 h, only a fraction of crystals increased their melting
temperature to 48 °C, suggesting that after an extended period
of annealing in the crystalline phase the racemic by synthesis
sample cannot improve the crystal order to the same extent as
that observed in pure enantiomers. This indicates that it is not
possible to achieve perfect 3D column to column correlation in
Φhk if complete deracemization of CTV enantiomers is not
accessible at the molecular level. Even in this case, all columns
from the crystal domain must have overall the same handedness
with reverse rotation sense molecules as defects (see below the
discussion of XRD and CD). In summary, the diﬀerence in
phase stability and crystallization behavior is greatly aﬀected by
the enantiomeric composition within columns. The pure R or S
enantiomers tend to stack into columns with selected
handedness, and columns with the same handedness and
molecular chirality can pack with each other three dimension-
ally with long-range order to form stable Φhk crystals possessing
a high melting temperature. The Φhk phase consisting of
monodomains of left- or right-handed supramolecular columns
formed from various ratios of CTV enantiomers resemble low
molar mass conglomerates, albeit produced according to more
complex principles (compare Scheme 1 and Scheme SS3,
Supporting Information).3b
X-ray Fiber Diﬀraction and Molecular Models of the
Supramolecular Columns from Enantiopure (3,4)-
dm8*G1-CTV and from Achiral (3,4)8G1-CTV Com-
pounds. The ﬁber diﬀraction pattern of the R enantiomer of
(3,4)dm8*G1-CTV is shown in Figure 5m, and that of its
achiral or nonchiral analogue with linear pendant chains,
(3,4)8G1-CTV, is shown in Figure 6. Both are in the crystalline
Φhk phase. The 3D order is evident in both patterns by the
presence of discrete Bragg reﬂections on a number of layer
lines. The observed indexed Bragg spacings are listed in Table
ST2, Supporting Information.
The c axis is along the column axis which is also parallel to
the ﬁber direction. All samples show sharp equatorial (hk0)
reﬂections corresponding to a well-ordered hexagonal array.
The numerous strong and sharp (hkl) reﬂections observed for
pure enantiomers (Figures 5m, 7a, and 7d) indicate a long-
range ordered crystal structure (Φhk) with highly correlated
molecular positions between neighboring columns. The four
layer lines perpendicular to the ﬁber axis would suggest a 41
helical columnar structure. As the molecule itself has 3-fold C3v
symmetry, it would be more appropriate to view the column as
a 121 triple helix or a 123 helix. Note that a +90° rotation
between successive C3v molecules, implied by a right 4-fold
helix, is equivalent to a −30° rotation of a left 12-fold helix.
However, we note that the above refers only to isolated
columns. Once put in a periodic hexagonal 3D lattice, the 41 or
123 symmetries become only approximations, as they are
incompatible with any hexagonal space group.
The hexagonal unit cell parameters for the two enantiomers
of (3,4)dm8*G1-CTV are a = 34.3 Å (the “column diameter”)
and c = 18.5 Å. The distance between two molecules along the
column axis is 4.6 Å (the d spacing of the (004) reﬂection), and
the pitch (full turn) of the 12-fold helix is 55.5 Å. That there are
Scheme 1. Crystallization of a Racemic Mixture of Self-Assembling R and S Building Blocks Forming Columnar Assembliesa
aTwo sequences of R and S enantiomers are shown for conglomerates of enantiomerically rich columns (bottom and middle left side).
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4 molecules per unit cell has been conﬁrmed by the comparison
of unit cell volume and experimental density (1.04 g/cm3)
(Table ST3, Supporting Information). There is only one
column per unit cell. The columns are thus assembled by the
stacking of CTV cores with one molecule per column stratum
of 4.6 Å. With the absence of meridional 00l reﬂections with l =
odd and with no other systematic extinctions there are three
possible space groups: P63, P63/m, or P6322. However, since
the molecules do not possess either a mirror plane or a 2-fold
axis normal to the 3-fold axis, only the P63 space group (space
group no. 173) remains. The possibility that these additional
lattice symmetry elements may be present due to random
inversions of the “hat-shaped dendronized CTV” is not
excluded, since “hat inversions” do not racemize the system,
as shown by circular dichroism (see below). Therefore, the
P6322 space group is less probable.
Since the Φhk unit cell contains a single column the above
implies that all 4 molecules in the cell and all columns in the
crystal domain possess the same helical sense (Figure 4).15
As already noted, strict 123 or 41 screw axis symmetry is
incompatible with hexagonal crystal symmetry. The true
crystallographic symmetry is 63, or triple 21, and takes account
of the column environment, not just the column itself. Thus,
the asymmetric unit is in fact a dimer (Figure 5a, 5d, and 5g),
the unit cell containing two dimers related to each other by a 21
operation. The two molecules in the dimer are not mutually
related by crystal symmetry but are similar and related
approximately by the 41 or 123 symmetry, i.e., by a 90° or
30° rotation. A second dimer is seated on top of the ﬁrst one,
rotated by 180° (21) or 60° (63) relative to the ﬁrst dimer, and
moved up by one-half of the Φhk unit cell along the c axis to
generate a continuous helix with intermolecular rotation of 30°
(Figure 5b, 5e, and 5h). The absence of the 002 reﬂection is
thus not a systematic absence, as the space group allows it. This
is a common situation, and 00l reﬂections forbidden by the
apparent helical symmetry of the column are often observ-
ed.10c,d Their intensity reﬂects the degree of distortion that
Figure 5. Schematic models of (a, d, g) two successive CTV molecules within a column, (b, e, h) packing of two dimers viewed along the c axis, and
(c, f, (i) supramolecular column with approximate triple 121 helix conformation and P63 crystal symmetry for the three models with diﬀerent side
chain orientations. Comparison of the simulated ﬁber XRD patterns from model 1 (j), model 2 (k), and model 3 hat-shaped (l) with the
experimental pattern (m) of the 3D Φhk crystalline phase of the R enantiomer of (3,4)dm8*G1-CTV. The fourth layer line intensity scans obtained
in the red box region are shown at the bottom.
Figure 6. Comparison of the experimental and simulated ﬁber XRD
patterns of (3,4)8G1-CTV. Column model used in the simulation is
shown on the right.
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crystal packing exerts on the columnar helix. The resulting
supramolecular column is depicted in Figure 5c, 5f, and 5i as
discussed below.
We proceeded to build detailed molecular models and ﬁt the
experimental diﬀraction pattern to those simulated from the
models. Figure 5 outlines possible molecular models of the
supramolecular columns forming a Φhk periodic array.
Simulations of their ﬁber XRD patterns and comparison with
the experimental data are also shown. Three models with
identical helical conformation of the CTV columnar core but
with diﬀerent side chain conformations/orientations were
considered. In model 1, the benzyl ether and alkyl chains are
perpendicular to the column, whereas they are all tilted in
model 2. In model 3, the benzyl ether is tilted and the alkyl
chains start tilting near the junction point of the dendron but
ultimately become perpendicular to the long axis of the column.
This arrangement provides an unprecedented “hat-shaped”
dendronized CTV conformation. Simulated ﬁber XRD patterns
obtained from Φhk arrays generated from each model are shown
in Figure 5j, 5k, and 5l, respectively.
The most signiﬁcant diﬀerences between these patterns are
the intensity distributions along the L = 4 layer line, which are
aﬀected mostly by the orientation of the dendron and its alkyl
groups (bottom plots of Figure 5j, 5k, and 5l). When we
compare the simulated and experimental fourth layer line scans,
it becomes clear that model 3 based on the hat-shaped
dendronized CTV best agrees with the data. In model 3 the
chains are straight and tilted near the junctions with the
benzene rings but become horizontal toward the chain ends.
This suggests that as moving toward the chain ends in the chiral
compounds, the branching and increased conformational
disorder (likelihood of gauche bonds) increase the eﬀective
chain cross-section and lead to their horizontal conformation.
Model 2 from Figure 5f requires an up−down alternation
between the pine-tree columns (antiparallel) in the Φhk phase
to ensure eﬀective packing between the alkyl groups. This
arrangement would require two columns per unit cell and thus
reduce the hexagonal symmetry of the 3D Φhk periodic array to
orthorhombic or monoclinic.10b−d This arrangement is not
demanded by the bent-branch pine-tree columns generated
from the hat-shaped dendronized CTV (model 3 in Figure 5i)
since the packing of the alkyl group in adjacent columns does
not depend on the up or down orientation of the columns (for
comparison of the two column packing models 2 and 3 see
Figure 7. Comparison of the experimental and simulated ﬁber XRD patterns of the Φhk 3D crystalline phase of the (a) R and (d) S enantiomers.
Models of the supramolecular columns seen from the top and side views constructed by the (b) R and (e) S enantiomers. The helical sense was
determined by CD-UV experiments. Chiral centers are decorated as dark/light blue for the R enantiomer and dark/light green for the S enantiomer
for easy visualization of the helical structure. Crystal packing models for top and side views of the (c) R and (f) S enantiomers in the Φhk lattice. In
both models combinations of up and down columns are allowed by the hat-shaped dendronized CTV (see also Figure SF10b, Supporting
Information).
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Figure SF10, Supporting Information). Conversely, for the
columns with linear achiral side groups the chains are more
tilted (closer to model 2 in Figure 5k) as their eﬀective cross-
section is narrower. A diﬀraction feature associated with the
chain tilt can be readily identiﬁed in both the simulated and the
experimental patterns of (3,4)8G1-CTV (red oval in Figure 6).
However, the weaker meridian reﬂection in the simulated
pattern (white oval) implies that toward the chain ends the
linear alkyl chains curve toward a horizontal orientation,
although not as much as in the case of the branched chiral
chains. This behavior is understandable as the probability of the
gauche conformation increases toward the chain end in both
cases, but the extra space required by the branch is not required
in (3,4)8G1-CTV.
Evidence for increased gauche conformation toward chain
ends in n-alkanes is well documented in the literature16 and
conﬁrmed by 13C solid state NMR measurements for (3,4)8G1-
CTV (Figure SF9, Supporting Information). The (3,4)8G1-
CTV with linear side chains showed blurred layer lines in the
XRD pattern, indicating a helical structure with poor long-range
crystal order despite a well-deﬁned local packing observed in
solid state NMR measurements (Figure SF9, Supporting
Information). The ﬁrst and second layer lines in the simulated
pattern have their maxima closer to meridian than those in the
experimental XRD, indicating that the actual helical structure is
narrower than in the molecular model. This is most likely
because the disordered outer parts of the alkyl chains
contribute only to isotropic diﬀuse scattering and, therefore,
give a narrower helix and a wider cross. A similar situation is
seen in the diﬀraction pattern of the DNA helix where the
cross-pattern is narrower in the simulated pattern than in the
experimental one.17 It may be speculated that the reason for
lower intercolumnar order in the linear-chain (3,4)8G1-CTV
compound compared to that in the branched (3,4)dm8*G1-
CTV is the fact that the tilted chains of the former are more
diﬃcult to interdigitate than the horizontal chains of the latter
(Figure SF10, Supporting Information). Eﬀective interdigita-
tion is believed to promote intercolumnar positional correlation
and disregard the up and down arrangement of adjacent
columns.
In contrast, the structure generated by mixing chiral and
linear CTV compounds loses the tilted chain feature and
displays no crystal order (Figure SF2, Supporting Information),
indicating that mixing inhibits the preferred alkyl chain
conformation for each compound and thus makes it diﬃcult
to establish crystal order between neighboring columns (Figure
4).
The supramolecular columnar structures, crystal models, and
comparison between simulated and experimental ﬁber XRD
patterns of the Φhk structure for the two enantiomers are
shown in Figure 7. The simulated diﬀraction patterns based on
the molecular models constructed with the cell symmetry
discussed above are shown in Figure 7a and 7d for the R and S
enantiomers, respectively. The helical sense of the R- and S-
based models was determined by CD-UV experiments to be
discussed in a diﬀerent subsection. Very good agreement
between the experimental and the simulated patterns is
observed. In the columnar model shown in Figure 7b and 7e
the left side shows the hat-shaped dendronized CTV single
molecule and the columnar model with the chiral centers
highlighted. The 121 helical structure and the relative positions
of the chiral center in the right- or left-handed columns can be
easily identiﬁed. The right side shows the columnar model with
the potential surface. For clarity, the alkyl chain segments after
the chiral center were cut oﬀ. The chiral centers, marked with
dark and light blue for R enantiomers and dark and light green
for S enantiomers, show the triple helix structures with opposite
handedness. Tilted and side views of a model containing 7
enantiomerically pure columns are shown in Figure 7c and 7f. A
hexagonal unit cell is labeled by the white boxes. Only one
column can be accommodated in the unit cell, indicating that
all columns in the crystal are required to possess the same
handedness (see Φhk unit cell in Figures 4 and 7c). The high
degree of intercolumnar correlation of molecular positions can
be identiﬁed from the side view of the unit cell models that
result in a long-range ordered 3D periodic array.
Figure 8. Wide angle X-ray diﬀraction patterns collected from the oriented ﬁbers of chiral CTVs with indicated composition. (a−e) Patterns
collected at 20 °C after ﬁrst cooling from 80 to 20 °C with a rate of 10 °C/min without annealing. (f−i) Patterns collected at 20 °C after annealing at
60 °C for 2 h and cooling to 20 °C with a rate of 10 °C/min, and (j) annealing at 40 °C for 24 h and cooling to 20 °C with a rate of 10 °C/min.
Fiber axis, layer lines (L), temperature, phase, and lattice parameters are indicated.
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Comparison of Chiral Assemblies of Enantiopure R, S,
and Various Enantiomeric Ratios Including “Racemic by
Mixture” and Racemic by Synthesis by Fiber XRD. The
top row in Figure 8 shows the XRD patterns collected at 20 °C
from the Φhk phase obtained from pure CTV enantiomers,
various mixtures of enantiomers, and racemic by synthesis CTV
collected from oriented ﬁbers after ﬁrst cooling from 80 to 20
°C. When two enantiomers were mixed with a 75% (S)/25%
(R) or 75% (R)/25% (S) ratio (Figure 8c), the degree of
intracolumnar order and column−column correlation de-
creased. This is seen from the general broadening of the
Bragg reﬂections but most conspicuously from the weakening
of the odd layer lines (L = 1, 3). One should appreciate that
18.5 Å (4 × 4.6) periodicity (ﬁrst layer line) comes from the 4
successive molecules twisting in the same direction by 90°. If
that was not the case and the rotation was alternatively by +90°
and −90°, the period would have been only 9.2 Å (2nd layer
line) and the odd layer lines would have not existed.
A simulation of the XRD pattern of the Φhk phase generated
from nonhelical columns (Figure 9) demonstrated the absence
of Bragg reﬂections at L = 1 and 3. Similar disappearance of
odd layer lines is expected if the sequence of positive and
negative molecular rotations was random. It is thus under-
standable that a mixture with a considerable amount of
opposite enantiomer disrupts the sense of intermolecular twist
and thus weakens the odd layer lines disproportionally. These
results are consistent with the DSC analysis, which suggests
that less than 100% enantiomeric purity results in non-
enantiopure columns or even in columns with opposite
handedness that are incompatible with the Φhk unit cell
requirement of single handedness column, leading to poor
intercolumnar correlations. With a 50% (R)/50% (S) mixture
(Figure 8d) the overall 3D crystal order is further reduced in
the as-prepared sample, and only a few oﬀ-meridional
reﬂections were observed, suggesting that a large portion of
columns is constructed with random mixtures of enantiomers
(Scheme 1), further hindering correlations between the
neighboring columns of the Φhk phase. The weaker odd layer
lines in the pattern also suggest that the columns may undergo
very frequent helix reversals as defects in the homochiral Φhk
crystal domain.
Even less crystal order was observed in the racemic by
synthesis 3D columnar periodic array (Figure 8e) where
columns are made of molecules with totally random side chain
chirality. The low-order and inhomogeneous crystal structure
gives lower and less deﬁned melting temperatures (Figure 2).
Nevertheless, all samples exhibit a sharp and strong 4.6 Å
meridian reﬂection that indicates a well-deﬁned CTV to CTV
distance of 4.6 Å. This is not surprising because this is the one
feature that is totally independent of the stereochemistry from
the side groups of the dendronized CTV. In other words, the
crown stacking periodicity is not inﬂuenced by their side chain
chirality.
The bottom row in Figure 8 shows the XRD patterns
obtained for each top sample after annealing at 60 °C for 2 h
(compare Figure 8a−d with 8f−i) or annealing at 40 °C for 24
h (Figure 8j) where fast motion was observed by solid state
NMR (to be discussed in a later section). No marked
improvement is seen in the crystalline order of the pure
enantiomers (Figure 8f and 8g), as the order had already been
high before annealing. It is very telling, however, that the crystal
order of the mixtures of enantiomers was improved greatly
(Figure 8h and 8i). In particular, the pronounced strengthening
of the L = 1 and 3 layer line reﬂections after annealing
(compare Figure 8a−d with 8f−i) shows that even in random
enantiomeric mixtures, including the 50% (S)/50% (R) blend,
coherent crystal domains of considerable size are formed
consisting of single-handed helical columns since the XRD
patterns became similar to those recorded from enantiomeri-
cally pure columnar structures.
Therefore, these results demonstrate deracemization of
enantiomers and phase separation of helical columns with
monodomains of left- and right-handed columns forming Φhk
during the annealing process. However, only a slight improve-
ment of crystal order was identiﬁed for the racemic by synthesis
compound even after annealing for 24 h (Figure 8) (since in
this case the random distribution of R and S chains within
monomers cannot drive a complete phase separation of
enantiomerically pure columns). Similarly, the annealing
treatment does not improve the Φhk order for columnar arrays
generated from achiral compounds with linear chains or
mixtures of chiral and achiral molecules (Figure SF3,
Supporting Information). It is interesting to note that, similarly,
it has been reported that enantiopure helicene molecules also
form large single-handed 3D hexagonal arrays. In their racemic
mixture the two enantiomers form their separate left- and right-
handed helical columns, but in that case both column types
cocrystallize forming a regular alternating array, in this case
monoclinic.15
Analysis of the Molecular Dynamics of the Supra-
molecular Columns Produced from Racemic by Syn-
thesis and Enantiopure S by Variable-Temperature
Solid State 13C NMR Experiments. Solid state NMR
experiments can provide unique information about the time
scale and, due to its site selectivity, the mechanism of molecular
motions of the building blocks.18 Such motions must take place
Figure 9. Simulated ﬁber crystal XRD pattern and the corresponding
schematic columnar structure for (a) triple 121 helical structure and
(b) nonhelical structure generated by alternating +30°, −30° rotation
of molecules along column. Loss of odd layer lines is evident in the
nonhelical structure.
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if the supramolecular columns are to reorganize, as discussed in
the earlier DSC and XRD analysis sections. The dynamic
processes can be most easily studied in the racemic by synthesis
CTV sample because of the broad LC phase it exhibits (Figure
2). Moreover, the wealth of information that exists about
molecular motions in columnar discotic LCs19 can be employed
in our analysis. The most prominent molecular motions in 2D
columnar structures are rotations about the column axis. A
recent study combining XRD, dielectric spectroscopy, and solid
state NMR is available.20 Moreover, complex dynamic
processes have been identiﬁed, where moieties forming
columnar structures leave the column, ﬂip over, and return to
the columns again.10b Early work on translational diﬀusion of
disc-like molecules revealed that diﬀusion between the columns
is much faster than motion along the column.21 This means
that in columns assembled from disc-like molecules rotation of
discs that are most easy to detect by solid state NMR are
intimately linked to processes that allow reorganization of the
columnar structures.
Indeed, well-established 13C cross-polarization (CP) MAS
NMR data already provide a wealth of information. Spectra are
well resolved in well-ordered crystalline states but also in highly
mobile LC systems. The signals severely lose intensity for
moieties involved in motions on the tens of kHz time scale due
to interference eﬀects of the ﬂuctuating dipole−dipole
couplings with the radiofrequency pulses and the MAS rotation
frequency, which can be used to assign molecular motions to
speciﬁc sites in complex systems.22 The signals eventually
vanish for rapid isotropic motions in the isotropic liquid.18
NMR spectra of the racemic by synthesis dendronized CTV
sample (Figure 10a) and of the enantiopure sample (Figure
10b) show well-resolved spectra in the solid state at 40 °C,
where all aromatic sites in the CTV unit are resolved. As
indicated, they are grouped as quaternary carbons (130−150
ppm) and aromatic CH groups (110−120 ppm). In the Φh LC
phase at 50 °C (Figure 10a), the aromatic signals broaden
(indicating kHz motions) whereas the aliphatic side groups
become better resolved, indicating rapid anisotropic motions in
the 100 kHz to MHz range. At even higher temperatures, these
signals become weaker as the increasing mobility averages the
dipole−dipole coupling to the carbons, which are needed to
generate signals via CP. Note that at 90 °C, i.e., in the molten
state, small signals of the aliphatic carbons as well as those of
aromatics are still detected. This indicates that columnar
aggregates are still present at this temperature.
Remarkably, a signal due to an aromatic group at about 117
ppm “reappears” at higher temperatures (80−90 °C). It is
assigned to the 6 chemically equivalent proton-carrying
aromatic carbon sites in the crown. The signal of the CH2
groups of the CTV crown at 33 ppm, however, is completely
gone. This indicates that the crown ﬂuctuates between its “up”
and “down” conformations. These conformational changes
cause the 13C−1H dipole−dipole coupling to ﬂuctuate strongly
for all positions, except for these proton-carrying aromatic
carbons, for which the C−H bond directions are close to the
plane of the ﬂuctuating crown. Thus, on average, the crown
behaves like a disc at 50 °C for the racemic by synthesis (Figure
10a) and at 60 °C for the enantiopure (Figure 10b). As stated
above, the prominent motions in LCs self-organized from disc-
like molecules are the axial rotation about the column axis and
the translation between columns. Therefore, we ascribe the
pronounced dynamics detected in the CTVs by NMR to
ﬂuctuations in the columns and exchange between columns,
which oﬀers a mechanism for the deracemization observed in
those range of temperatures both by DSC (Figure 2) and XRD
(Figure 8) experiments. It should be noted that the time scales
of the local motions detected here are in the range of tens of
kHz, whereas deracemization occurs on a time scale of hours.
This indicates that the building blocks forming the columnar
structures need a large number of motional steps before
equilibrium is reached. This is similar to the transition from
disordered columns of dendronized perylene bisimides to their
thermodynamically controlled state.10b
Analysis of the Helical Supramolecular Polymer-
ization by Circular Dichroism (CD) and UV Absorption
Experiments in Solution and in Thin Film. CD and UV
Figure 10. Temperature-dependent 13C CP-MAS NMR spectra of (a) racemic by synthesis dendronized CTV and (b) (S)-(3,4)dm8*G1-CTV,
recorded at 700 MHz 1H Larmor and 25 kHz MAS spinning frequency. Diﬀerent spectral regions are plotted on diﬀerent intensity scales, as
indicated.
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spectra of the pure enantiomers of (3,4)dm8*G1-CTV in 4.0 ×
10−5 M dodecane solution upon cooling from 25 to 0 °C are
depicted in Figure 11a. Helical supramolecular polymerization
in this solvent is evidenced by the emergence of a bisignated
CD signal upon cooling. Dodecane was chosen as a solvent for
this experiment because it promotes helical self-assembly of the
dendronized CTV.13a,14 At high temperatures the dendronized
CTVs are molecularly dissolved, and no ellipticity is observed
in the CD spectrum since the chiral centers are located in the
peripheral alkyl chains which do not absorb in the UV region.
However, upon cooling to lower temperatures, helical supra-
molecular polymerization occurs and chirality is transferred
from the branched side chains to the central aromatic core of
the molecular and supramolecular structure. Growth of the self-
assembled columns upon cooling is reﬂected by the emergence
of Cotton eﬀects with increasing ellipticity in the CD spectra.
The stereochemistry of the peripheral alkyl chains dictates the
helical sense of the columns, as evidenced by the mirror image
CD spectra obtained for the S and R enantiomers of
(3,4)dm8*G1-CTV (Figure 11a). While the helix handedness
of the (S)-(3,4)dm8*G1-CTV self-assembly is clearly the
opposite of the handedness of the (R)-(3,4)dm8*G1-CTV self-
assembled helices, their absolute helical sense is more diﬃcult
to determine. Several contributions are overlapping in the CD
spectra. However, the ﬁrst coupletwith a peak at 193 nm and
a trough at 206 nm for the S enantiomeris a negative exciton
coupling that corresponds to the main absorption band in the
UV spectrum. According to the exciton coupling theory, this
negative exciton coupling suggests that the S enantiomer of
(3,4)dm8*G1-CTV forms left-handed helical columns.23
Conversely, the self-assembled columns formed by the R
enantiomer can be assigned as right-handed helical columns.
CD spectra of the enantiomerically pure (3,4)dm8*G1-CTV
were also recorded in the solid state. Thin ﬁlms were cast on
quartz plates by spin coating from 2% w/v chloroform solutions
of the dendronized CTV. CD spectra in thin ﬁlms are nearly
identical to the spectra in solution (Figure 11b). This
equivalence of the spectra in thin ﬁlm and in solution conﬁrms
that very similar and shape-persistent self-assembled structures
form both in the Φhk crystal state and in solution. Since CD
spectroscopy is very sensitive to conformational changes, the
high similarity of the spectra conﬁrms that the dendronized
CTV molecules adopt comparable conformations in their self-
assembled state in the bulk state and in solution. The sign of
the Cotton eﬀects is also identical in thin ﬁlm and in solution
for a given enantiomer, which demonstrates that the helices
have the same handedness in the solid state and in solution.
This thin ﬁlm CD experiment allows us to compare the helical
columns determined by XRD in the solid state with the self-
assembled structures analyzed by CD/UV spectroscopies in
solution.
Self-assembly of the enantiomerically pure CTV in solution is
reﬂected not only by the emergence of Cotton eﬀects upon
cooling but also by a slight blue shift and signiﬁcant decrease of
the intensity of the main UV absorption band at 206 nm. These
changes in the UV spectra enable us to monitor the self-
assembly process even in the case of racemic or achiral CTV
dendrimers and to compare it with the self-assembly of
enantiomerically pure (3,4)dm8*G1-CTV. For racemic and
achiral dendronized CTV no Cotton eﬀect is observed upon
cooling, either because the columns are not helical, or because
Figure 11. (a) CD and UV spectra of (S)- and (R)-(3,4)dm8*G1-CTV upon cooling from 25 to 0 °C (4.0 × 10−5 M in dodecane). S enantiomer is
in red; R enantiomer is in blue. (b) Thin ﬁlm CD spectra of S (red bold line) and R (blue bold line) enantiomer at 25 °C. Solution spectra (0 °C)
are also given for comparison (dashed lines, 4.0 × 10−5 M dodecane solutions multiplied by a factor of 2.5). (c) Degree of aggregation (from UV
absorption at 206 nm) collected upon cooling of n-butanol solutions from 50 to −10 °C (total concentration of dendrimers: 4.0 × 10−5 M for the S,
R, and racemic by synthesis sample; 8.0 × 10−5 M for the S/R 50:50 sample), and ﬁtting with the cooperative elongation model (solid lines). (d, e)
Majority-rules experiment. (d) CD spectra collected from mixtures of two enantiomers at 0 °C in dodecane. (e) Net helicity dependence of the
enantiomeric excess (from the ellipticity at 289 nm).
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the columns contain equal proportions of right-handed and left-
handed helical fragments whose CD contributions cancel each
other, or because the columns are helical but exist in an equal
ratio of right- and left-handed columns (Figure SF5, Supporting
Information). Formation of racemic helical columns from a
racemic dendrimer could result from two distinct processes.
The ﬁrst process would be a complete deracemization of the
CTV within columns, with right-handed columns composed
exclusively of R enantiomers and left-handed columns
composed exclusively of S enantiomers. The second process
would be a partial deracemization of the CTV to form
enantiomerically rich but not enantiomerically pure columns.
These columns would contain an excess of one enantiomer,
which would dictate the helical sense of the columns. As
discussed previously, DSC and XRD experiments demonstrated
that in the solid state the 50% (S)/50% (R) mixture forms
helical columns whose enantiomeric purity can be enhanced by
annealing at 60 °C. These results suggest that the columns
formed in solution are helical, with equal contributions from
left- and right-handed columns canceling each other. The
enantiomeric purity of the columns in solution was further
assessed in a majority-rules experiment to be discussed in a later
subsection.
Even though the racemic and achiral dendronized CTV are
CD silent, the UV absorption changes at 206 nm followed upon
temperature changes give insight into the mechanism of self-
assembly of these dendronized CTV as well as their chiral
analogues. The absorption at the band maximum at 206 nm can
be plotted versus temperature to determine whether self-
assembly proceeds via an isodesmic or a cooperative
mechanism following the method developed by the Schenning
and Meijer laboratory.24 In an isodesmic supramolecular
polymerization process the association of each monomer to
another monomer or to a growing chain occurs with the same
equilibrium constant regardless of the length of the chain. By
contrast, a cooperative self-assembly proceeds through two
distinct steps: a nucleation or an activation step characterized
by an equilibrium constant Ka and an elongation or growth step
characterized by a higher equilibrium constant Ke.
8i,j,25
Typically nucleation consists of formation of the ﬁrst turn or
nucleus of the helix. Subsequent growth is facilitated once the
nucleus is formed. The Meijer laboratory determined that
isodesmic and cooperative self-assembly mechanisms can be
distinguished by the curve proﬁle of a temperature-dependent
CD/UV experiment at a ﬁxed wavelength.24 The CD ellipticity
or UV absorbance versus temperature is rescaled between 0 and
1 to reﬂect the degree of aggregation (Φ) of the self-assembling
dendronized CTV. The curve proﬁle obtained is characteristic
of the mechanism of helical supramolecular polymerization. A
sigmoidal curve corresponds to an isodesmic mechanism,
whereas the presence of a sharp transition at Φ ≈ 0 is
distinctive of a cooperative mechanism. The transition occurs
when growth of the supramolecular columns starts upon
cooling. The corresponding temperature is referred to as the
elongation temperature Te. The curve of the degree of
aggregation versus temperature can be modeled by eq 1 at
temperatures below Te
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where Φ is the degree of aggregation, ΦSAT is the saturation
level of the data, T is the temperature, Te is the elongation
temperature, he is the molar enthalpy for supramolecular
polymerization, and R is the gas constant.8i
The method described above was used to determine the
mechanism of self-assembly of chiral and racemic (3,4)-
dm8*G1-CTV and the thermodynamics of their helical
supramolecular polymerization. The absorbance of 4.0 × 10−5
M solutions of the CTV dendrimers in n-butanol at the
maximum of the main absorption band (206 nm) was recorded
upon cooling from 40 to −10 °C at a slow rate of 0.5 °C/min,
and the data at 206 nm were then converted to the degree of
aggregation Φ (Figure 11c). In all cases (S enantiomer, R
enantiomer, racemic by mixing, and racemic by synthesis CTV)
a sharp transition was observed between the molecularly
dissolved state (Φ = 0) and the start of the self-assembly
process (Φ > 0) with a sudden increase of the degree of
aggregation. This sharp transition indicates a cooperative
nucleation−elongation mechanism. Fitting of the experimental
data with the elongation model from eq 1 generated the values
of Te and he reported in the inset of Figure 11c.
Note that in contrast to the spectra in Figure 11a (which
were recorded in dodecane solution) the measurements
illustrated in Figure 11c were performed in n-butanol solution.
Experiments in dodecane gave similar cooling curves, but the
elongation temperatures were low (down to 2 °C for the
racemic by synthesis CTV), which made ﬁtting calculations
inaccurate (especially calculation of he) because the temper-
ature of the CD instrument could only be cooled down to −10
°C and self-assembly was not complete at this temperature. CD
and UV spectra of the self-assembled (3,4)dm8*G1-CTV
derived from enantiomerically pure or racemic samples are
virtually identical in dodecane and n-butanol solutions (Figure
SF6, Supporting Information), which indicates that the same
supramolecular objects are formed in both solvents. Higher
elongation temperatures in n-butanol made calculations more
accurate, and therefore, this solvent was selected for this
experiment.
Within experimental error the ﬁtting results for the pure S
enantiomer and for the pure R enantiomer are identical. Helical
supramolecular polymerization of the enantiomerically pure
CTV is an enthalpically driven process with he = −29 ± 1 kcal/
mol that starts at the elongation temperature Te = 29 ± 1 °C in
n-butanol solution at a concentration of 4.0 × 10−5 M. Identical
results are expected for the S and R enantiomers since the only
diﬀerence between their self-assembled structures is the helix
handedness. For the pure enantiomers the calculations can also
be made from CD data and give similar results. However, in the
present case the results obtained from UV data were selected
for comparison with the racemic systems, which do not exhibit
any CD signal.
When the S and R enantiomers are mixed in equimolar
proportions to form the 50% (S)/50% (R) mixture or racemic
by mixing, the enthalpy for supramolecular polymerization
remains identical to that of pure enantiomers within
experimental error. However, the elongation temperature of
the racemic by mixing at a total dendrimer concentration of 4.0
× 10−5 M is lower than that of the enantiomerically pure self-
assemblies: ﬁtting calculations give Te = 23 °C for the racemic
by mixing vs 28−29 °C for the pure enantiomers at the same
concentration (Figure SF4, Supporting Information). These
ﬁtting results may be rationalized in light of the characterization
of the 50% (S)/50% (R) mixture in the solid state. Annealing
experiments revealed that the thermodynamic product in bulk
consists of enantiomerically pure columns that are identical to
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columns formed from pure enantiomers since they have
matching DSC traces and XRD results. The constant enthalpy
he observed for the 50% (S)/50% (R) mixture compared to
pure enantiomers as well as the weakness of the majority-rules
eﬀect (discussed later) suggest that this deracemization process
occurs in solution as well as in the solid state, although it is not
perfect in solution. In this context deracemization occurs upon
self-assembly, which means that the elongation is mostly
homochiral (S enantiomers self-assemble with S enantiomers to
form left-handed helical columns, and R enantiomers self-
assemble with R enantiomers to form right-handed columns).
Even if self-sorting is not perfect in solution, the enthalpy
results and majority-rules experiment suggest that it is
reasonable to assume that homochiral elongation is the
predominant elongation mode. The self-sorting process implies
that the eﬀective concentration of each enantiomer available to
build each type of column (left-handed or right-handed) in
solution is only one-half of the total concentration of
dendrimers. Therefore, in order to directly compare the
elongation temperature of the 50% (S)/50% (R) mixture
with the pure enantiomers, we need to consider a solution of
the racemic mixture with a total concentration of 8.0 × 10−5 M,
which corresponds to an eﬀective concentration of 4.0 × 10−5
M for each enantiomer (identical to the concentration of the
solutions of pure enantiomers used to calculate the elongation
parameters). At this concentration we calculate an elongation
temperature of 27 °C (Figure 11c) vs 28 °C for the pure R
enantiomer and 29 °C for the pure S enantiomer. This result is
consistent with the hypothesis that the enantiomers deracemize
in solution, but self-sorting is not perfect and leads to a slight
decrease of Te.
Calculations for the self-assembly of the mixture of
stereoisomers racemic by synthesis-(3,4)dm8*G1-CTV give
he = −13 kcal/mol and Te = 18 °C. For this system both the
enthalpy and the elongation temperature are lower than those
of the pure enantiomers and 50% (S)/50% (R) mixture. These
characteristics in solution are in good agreement with the
conclusions of the solid state experiments. XRD and DSC of
the racemic by synthesis sample showed signiﬁcant loss of order
in the 3D periodic array of supramolecular columns, which melt
at a much lower temperature. These observations are in
accordance with the lower enthalpy and elongation temperature
obtained for the racemic by synthesis in solution. The loss of
order in the self-assembled structure is demonstrated by the
fact that columns of the racemic by synthesis dendronized CTV
are less thermally stable than the columns formed by the pure
enantiomers or the racemic by mixture and that their formation
is not as enthalpically favorable. Moreover, the clear diﬀerences
observed between he and Te of the racemic by synthesis CTV
and the 50% (S)/50% (R) mixture conﬁrm that the
enantiomerically pure compounds play an important role in
facilitating and stabilizing formation of helical supramolecular
columns.
The temperature-dependent CD/UV experiments were
performed at a slow cooling rate of 0.5 °C/min to ensure
that the system always remained at thermodynamic equilibrium.
However, a hysteresis was systematically observed between
cooling and heating cycles. Attempts to slow down the heating/
cooling rate did not eliminate the hysteresis, even at 0.08 °C/
min. However, it was observed that the heating curves are
aﬀected by the heating rate, while the cooling curves remained
essentially unaﬀected. This result suggests that kinetic eﬀects
aﬀect the dissociation of the self-assembled columns upon
heating, whereas the cooling curves reﬂect the thermodynamic
self-assembly process. This hypothesis was conﬁrmed by two
“temperature-hold” experiments. In a ﬁrst experiment, a 8.0 ×
10−5 M solution of (S)-(3,4)dm8*G1-CTV was cooled down
from 50 to 25 °C (which is the center temperature of the
hysteresis cycle), whereupon the temperature was held, and CD
changes with time were monitored at 240 nm. The ellipticity
did not change over time and remained close to zero ellipticity
(0 mdeg), which conﬁrms that the thermodynamic state of the
system at this temperature is the molecularly dissolved state
and not the self-assembled state. In a second experiment, the
solution was heated at a rate of 0.5 °C/min from the self-
assembled state at 0−25 °C, whereupon the temperature was
held. Slow changes in the CD signal were observed over time,
and the ellipticity slowly decreased to reach nearly 0 mdeg after
90 h (Figure SF7, Supporting Information). The decrease in
ellipticity reﬂects a slow dissociation of the self-assembled
columns over time, which demonstrates that the self-assembled
state is thermodynamically unstable at 25 °C but the kinetics of
dissociation are very slow. Overall, the temperature-hold
experiments indicate that cooling scans reﬂect the thermody-
namic behavior of the system, while the data obtained from
heating scans are aﬀected by kinetic eﬀects and are therefore
not suitable for thermodynamic calculations. Consequently,
data from cooling scans were exclusively used for ﬁtting with
the elongation equation and calculation of the enthalpy for
supramolecular polymerization.
It is also important to note that eq 1 is based on a helical self-
assembly model that involves only supramolecular polymer-
ization of identical monomers. This model is suitable for the
enantiomerically pure dendronized CTV. However, self-
assembly of the racemic systems (racemic by mixing and
racemic by synthesis) does not exactly correspond to the type
of system for which the model was developed. For example,
supramolecular polymerization of the racemic by mixing
involves two distinct monomers (the S and R enantiomers),
which can potentially form diﬀerent types of assemblies, right-
handed and left-handed helical columns or columns with no
well-deﬁned helicity. However, the two types of monomers
diﬀer only in the stereochemistry of their peripheral alkyl
chains, and their self-assembly involves many supramolecular
interactions over the whole surface of the dendronized CTV.
Therefore, we can reasonably assume that the diﬀerences
between the equilibrium constants of monomer additions to
growing chains are small compared to the order of magnitude
of the equilibrium constants. In other words, we assume that
the equilibrium constants are approximately the same for each
monomer addition to each type of column, and we use the
same elongation model in all cases. This assumption is
supported by the good ﬁt between the experimental curve
proﬁle and the model.
In order to gain more insight into the thermodynamics of the
helical supramolecular polymerization, temperature-dependent
CD/UV experiments were performed at diﬀerent concen-
trations in n-butanol. Determining the elongation temperature
Te at diﬀerent concentrations of dendronized CTV allowed
calculation of both the enthalpy he and the molar entropy se
that characterize the elongation step in the cooperative self-
assembly process. These thermodynamic parameters were
obtained from a van’t Hoﬀ plot.8i For example, the data
obtained for the pure S enantiomer of (3,4)dm8*G1-CTV gave
he = −44 kcal·mol−1 and se = −126 cal·mol−1·K−1 (Figure SF8,
Supporting Information). The value of he calculated from the
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van’t Hoﬀ plot is higher than the value obtained by ﬁtting of the
cooling data at 4.0 × 10−5 M with the elongation equation (he =
−29 kcal.mol−1). This diﬀerence and dependence on the
wavelength used for calculation discussed in the Supporting
Information indicate that the enthalpy and entropy cannot be
determined with great precision using these methods. However,
the sign and order of magnitude of the enthalpy obtained using
both methods are the same and correspond to the expected
thermodynamic behavior. The respective signs of the enthalpy
and entropy indicate that the self-assembly of dendronized
CTV molecules is an enthalpically driven process. Supra-
molecular polymerization is enthalpically favored and entropi-
cally disfavored. The enthalpic contribution predominates
below the elongation temperature Te, while the entropic
contribution promotes dissociation of the columns above Te.
van’t Hoﬀ plots were also obtained for both racemic systems
(the racemic by mixing and the racemic by synthesis
(3,4)dm8*G1-CTV). The results were similar to those
obtained for the S enantiomer, which suggests that the
diﬀerences in enthalpy and entropy between these systems
are too small to be accurately determined from van’t Hoﬀ plots.
However, the clear trend observed for the elongation
temperature, which decreases from the pure enantiomers to
the racemic by mixing to the racemic by synthesis,
demonstrates the diﬀerences in thermal stability between
these systems and proves that chirality facilitates the self-
assembly of dendronized CTV.
Majority-Rules Experiment. A majority-rules experi-
ment26 was performed (Figure 11d and 11e) in order to
elucidate the eﬀect of mismatched chirality on the self-assembly
of CTV dendrimers. This experiment consists of comparing the
Cotton eﬀects of solutions that contain various proportions of S
and R units in a helical polymer or supramolecular polymer. In
the absence of a majority-rules eﬀect the ratio of left-handed vs
right-handed helices should be identical to the ratio of S vs R
enantiomers and a linear response is expected. The ellipticity at
a given wavelength is proportional to the enantiomer excess.
However, if the system exhibits a majority-rules eﬀect, a
nonlinear response is observed and the ellipticity should exceed
the expected linear behavior. This nonlinear eﬀect occurs if the
major enantiomer can dictate its preferred helical sense to the
minor enantiomer and the “wrong” enantiomer can be inserted
into a helical supramolecular column without disturbing its
helicity. In order to investigate the majority-rules eﬀect in the
self-assembly of CTV dendrimers, CD spectra of solutions of
(S)- and (R)-(3,4)dm8*G1-CTV (total concentration of 4.0 ×
10−5 M in dodecane) mixed in various proportions were
measured at 0 °C after slow cooling (0.5 °C/min) from the
molecularly dissolved state at 50 °C. The CD spectra and net
helicity (obtained from the ellipticity at 289 nm) vs
enantiomeric excess are depicted in Figure 11d and 11e.
Although the eﬀect is not very intense under these conditions
in this solvent, we observe a deviation from linearity and the net
helicity slightly outpaces the enantiomeric excess. As discussed
in previous sections of this study, mixtures of enantiomers of
dendronized CTV tend to deracemize to form enantiomerically
pure columns. If the deracemization process was perfect then
no majority-rules eﬀect should be observed because left-handed
columns should contain exclusively S enantiomers and right-
handed columns exclusively R enantiomers. Therefore, the ratio
of left- vs right-handed columns, and hence the net helicity,
should be proportional to the enantiomeric excess. The weak
majority-rules eﬀect observed here supports previously
discussed results on deracemization but indicates that this
process is not complete in solution.
Microspot CD Analysis of Thin Films. Although almost
no net helicity was observed in racemized samples obtained by
mixing or by synthesis in solution by CD measurements, it is of
interest to understand whether the self-assemblies are race-
mized within the column or in between columns as already
suggested by XRD results, that is, we wish to determine
whether individual supramolecular columns are helical and
single handed but Cotton eﬀects are macroscopically canceled
due to opposite contributions or individual columns are
racemized along the column and have poorly deﬁned helicities.
Since solution CD experiments only provide averaged
information within a relatively large solution volume, signals
from individual columns are not accessible. In order to obtain
chiral information from monodomains that might show
preference of helical sense, a microspot CD setup equipped
with ultrasmall beam size, less than a few hundred micrometers,
was used to examine solid state thin ﬁlms made of racemic and
achiral samples (Figure 12). Thin ﬁlms of fully racemized or
racemic by synthesis (3,4)dm8*G1-CTV and achiral (3,4)8G1-
CTV with linear 8-carbon side chains were prepared on a
quartz plate by spin coating from 2% w/v chloroform solutions
followed by melting at 85 °C and slow cooling to RT for
development of the Φhk structure. Note that the birefringence
of these ﬁlms observed by polarized microscopy was conﬁrmed
Figure 12. Thin ﬁlm micro-CD spectra of (a) racemic by synthesis
(3,4)dm8*G1-CTV and (b) (3,4)8G1-CTV with achiral 8-carbon
linear side chains collected in the Φhk phase at room temperature.
Films were spin coated on a quartz plate followed by melting at 85 °C
and subsequent cooling to room temperature. Each spectrum was
obtained from diﬀerent spots on the ﬁlm.
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to be negligibly small. Each curve in Figure 12 represents a
single measurement at one microspot on the ﬁlm. The signal
from wavelengths below 200 nm is aﬀected by the quartz
substrate and shows irregular patterns that should be ignored.
Signals from the dendronized CTVs are located between 200
and 250 nm. Figure 12a shows the results from the ﬁlm made of
racemic by synthesis sample. Here the 12 side chains with
either R or S chiral center are randomly arranged on each
molecule and lead to no preference of rotation sense during
column assembly and therefore show zero net helicity in
solution CD measurements.
Nevertheless, opposite signs of ellipticity were observed at
diﬀerent microspots in the thin ﬁlm (Figure 12a). This
conﬁrms formation of monodomains consisting of right- and
left-handed columns and suggests that a spontaneous
deracemization process involves diﬀusion between columns
and that the column handedness is most probably decided at
the nucleation step. Although the columns seem to possess
selected handedness, the phase separation of columns with
opposite handedness is weak and therefore results in very small
domain size. The mixing of right- and left-handed columns
prevents formation of 3D ordered crystals and generates both
inter- and intracolumn packing defects as evidenced by very
weak CD signals and low melting temperatures found in the
DSC of the as-prepared samples.
Similar microspot CD experiments were also conducted on a
thin ﬁlm of achiral (3,4)8G1-CTV with linear achiral 8-carbon
side chains (Figure 12b). Surprisingly, although the intensity
was even weaker than its chiral analogue, positive or negative
net ellipticity was still observed from spot to spot. This suggests
that the spontaneous deracemizing of supramolecular columns
occurs even in achiral CTVs, and the overall ﬁlm is racemic
because of the mixing of right- and left-handed columns. The
even weaker CD intensities indicate the random distribution of
right- and left-handed columns throughout the ﬁlm, and the
monodomain size is much smaller than the beam size. The
random distribution of columns results in less perfect crystals at
room temperature as evidenced by the observation of fewer and
weaker quadrant reﬂections in XRD patterns.
From the above discussion, we concluded that all CTV
samples self-assemble into chiral nonracemic supramolecular
columns since even achiral compound forms domains with
single chirality. Microphase separation of columns with
diﬀerent handedness generates separated crystalline domains.
Therefore, racemic samples are racemized between domains,
not within each column. However, the phase separation
strength is not strong in the bulk state and results in small
domain sizes that give weak CD intensities. The handedness is
determined at an early stage of column formation, the
nucleation step. Once the handedness is decided by the ﬁrst
few molecules, the next molecule will follow the same rotation
sense during the elongation step even if the rotation sense is
not preferred by the molecule, since making an opposite
rotation in an existing column would cost more energy and is
not favored. Therefore, the supramolecular columns are not
enantiomerically pure but are of single handedness. The
molecules forced to stack in columns with nonfavored rotation
will not be able to pack perfectly with molecules in neighboring
columns, creating defects in the crystal by destroying the
correlation between columns. The melting temperature is
determined by the defect density in the crystal.
■ CONCLUSIONS
Synthesis and self-organization of a library based on ﬁve self-
assembling dendronized cyclotriveratrylenes (CTV) with R and
S side chain chirality containing various combinations of R with
S including racemic by mixing and racemic by synthesis as well
as achiral analogues with n-octyl and n-dodecyl side chains was
reported. The structures of all assemblies generated from these
dendronized CTV that are shape persistent in solution and in
bulk were determined by a combination of complementary
techniques including CD-UV in solution and thin ﬁlm,
microspot CD in thin ﬁlm, DSC, ﬁber XRD, and computer
simulation of molecular models of the oriented ﬁber XRD to
reveal the mechanisms of self-assembly, racemization, and
deracemization during their helical supramolecular polymer-
ization in solvophobic solvents and in their 3D Φhk and 2D Φh
phases. Supramolecular columns self-assemble in solution
through a cooperative nucleation−elongation mechanism with
enthalpies ranging from 29 kcal/mol for enantiopure and
racemic by mixture dendronized CTV to 18 kcal/mol for
racemic by synthesis CTV. These values are lower than those of
previously investigated dendritic dipeptides that range from 35
to 19 kcal/mol and did not undergo deracemization in bulk.1c,12
The enantiopure dendronized CTVs self-assemble into single-
handed columns, while racemic mixtures are generated from
equal ratios of left- and right-handed supramolecular columns
that can be considered a homochiral supramolecular polymer-
ization.8d,e No intracolumnar racemization was detected in any
of these chiral, chiral racemic, or achiral compositions; in other
words, the self-assembled columns are single-handed helical in
all cases. Even columns generated from achiral dendronized
CTV and racemic by synthesis CTV exhibit single handedness
in their Φhk monodomains. Since Φhk monodomains can be
generated only from columns of single handedness, the order of
the Φhk crystals is determined by the enantiomeric purity of
their single-handed columns. Therefore, deracemization of
single-handed columns containing diﬀerent enantiomeric
compositions, including racemic, could be monitored by
annealing in the crystal state at 60 °C. Solid state NMR
experiments demonstrated that column deracemization occurs
via the exit and reentry of the disc-like transient conformer of
the hat-shaped dendronized CTV that is available during the
crown to crown inversion. Overall, these results reveal that
supramolecular chirality, at least in columnar architectures, can
be generated from racemic and even achiral building blocks.
They also demonstrate again1c,12 that when chirality is present
homochirality is essential in formation of highly ordered, stable,
and 3D Φhk crystalline assemblies. However, when deracemiza-
tion is accessible, it can transform mixtures of left-handed and
right-handed columns containing diﬀerent enantiomeric
purities including racemic and achiral into highly ordered
single domains of enantiopure single-handed columns.
Homochiral supramolecular polymerization of racemic mixtures
was previously reported only in solution for rigid S-shape and
rigid macrocycles as well as for disc-like compounds with an
exceedingly high number of stereogenic centers.8d−f However,
spontaneous deracemization or chiral self-sorting of supra-
molecular columns obtained from various enantiomeric ratios
including racemic and from achiral building blocks, to our best
knowledge, has been demonstrated for the ﬁrst time in their
crystal state in this publication. Elucidating the molecular
principles to realize chiral self-sorting at the supramolecular
level in the crystal state will have numerous technological
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applications in complex systems where perfection of crystal
structure mediates functions. Finally, a parallel can be drawn
with the homochirality of the molecules of life. Our results
suggest that systems composed of chiral or even homochiral
building blocks lead to more stable, more ordered, and thus
more perfectly functional structures. This gives again insight
into the reasons why nature selected and retained homochir-
ality during its evolution.
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